There’s no place like Australia. Australia is the only country in the world
that is also its own continent. But that
is just the beginning of how different
it is from everywhere else. It is home
to the most poisonous snakes in the
world and a strange animal only found
in Australia—the kangaroo. As a giant island, Australia is surrounded by
oceans filled with colorful fish, whales,
and sharks. And if you travel to the
beach just south of Sydney, Australia,
you might meet our second kid-athlete,
Jett, putting on his wetsuit to scuba
dive.
At age 13, Jett is a
young scuba diver.
Scuba diving is being
able to stay underwater a long time by
breathing air
through a tank,
instead of holding
your breath. Because it can be dangerous,
kids can’t scuba dive until they are 11 or 12
years old. That’s why Jett goes scuba diving
with his uncle Scott, a master diver, and his
best friend Hugo—it’s safer and a lot more
fun.
Under the clear blue water, Jett and Hugo
use their flippers to search for and film
weird looking fish with underwater cameras. They’ve seen some crazy creatures. First,
a nurse shark—a shark that has big teeth
sticking out of its mouth! They look scary,

but they won’t bother you. They’ve also seen,
a purple flounder that let’s Jett and Hugo
pet it like a dog!

A U S T R A L I A

Each time the boys encounter a new fish
they race back home to learn more about
it, because JETT IS CURIOUS. He loves to
learn about new, exciting things by digging
through books and watching documentaries.
That’s why scuba diving is perfect for him.
The ocean is a vast world to be discovered.
In fact, Australia is perfect for him too. At
every turn, Australia is busting with adventure. It has wild bush land, miles and miles
of forests that stretch across the country.
And Jett and Hugo love exploring it on dirt
bikes near Jett’s grandmother’s house. They
fly down dirt trails in their dirt bike gear,
looking for areas to explore. The boys turn
over rocks and find kangaroo tracks in the
orange dirt.

CHARACTER QUESTIONS
1. Name an animal, person, or
place you’ve always wondered
about?
2. How can you discover more
about that thing?

For Jett, being curious means being outside.
To ask questions about things, he needs
to find them first. And he can’t find new
things inside his house. So, Jett and Hugo
are always outside, either playing sports,
planning their next dive, or jumping off of
“slipperies,” giant rocks that slide into the
ocean.
So, say to your TV, “I gotta jet,” and go
be like Jett in Australia—get outside, ask
questions, and explore the answers. It’s a
big world.
JETT LIVES WITH CURIOSITY.

CHARACTER PLAY
SYDNE Y
AU STRALIA
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A lot of curiosity is trying
something new. Try a new sport,
food, or book to get started.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Pixar film “Finding Nemo”
was based in Sydney, Australia.
Remember this? “P. Sherman 42
Wallaby Way, Sydney.”

ATHLETE SPOTLIGHT

Curiosity is cool. Jett and Hugo
built a potato launcher that
rockets a potato, well, a LONG
way. Jett’s parents provided the
potatoes.

WORLD WORDS

A “walkabout” is an Australian
Aboriginal concept that means
to go on a journey through the
bush to learn and think.
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CHARACTER

COUNTS!
ACADEMIC DOMAIN - MOTIVATION
TO LEARN AND GRADUATE

Students value education and enjoy learning and are motivated to do well in school
and graduate by the belief that developing
learning and intellectual skills and earning
their high school diploma will improve their
lives and increase their success in college,
career and life.
Jett and Hugo are motivated to learn
as much as they can about the ocean
and marine life. Living with this type of
curiosity will not only make them better
at scuba diving but the hunger for selfeducation translates into lifelong learning.

ACADEMIC DOMAIN - GROWTH
MINDSET

Students approach their education with a
growth mindset, believing that with effort
and persistence they can get better at anything, including subjects they find difficult
or uninteresting.

CHARACTER DOMAIN RESPONSIBILITY

Students display responsibility by: doing
what they are required to do and what they
should do; accepting responsibility for the
consequences (i.e., being accountable) for
what they say, do and think; and using critical thinking and decision-making skills to
avoid rationalizations and excuses and make
rational, prudent choices. Students display responsibility by: doing what they are required
to do and what they should do; accepting
responsibility for the consequences (i.e., being
accountable) for what they say, do and think;
and using critical thinking and decision-making skills to avoid rationalizations and excuses and make rational, prudent choices.
Scuba diving and riding dirt bikes can be
dangerous, so it’s important that Jett makes
responsible decisions—like always diving and
riding with a buddy, and learning safety
from a master diver. It’s the responsible thing
to do.

There’s still so much about scuba diving and
the ocean that Jett doesn’t know yet. But he
still believes that it’s important to learn new
things every day.
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